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What is Drill?
Drill 
noun 

1. a hand tool, power tool, or machine with a rotating cutting 
 tip or reciprocating hammer or chisel, used for making holes. 

2. instruction or training in military 
exercises. 
"parade-ground drill" 

Drill is and organized form of movement that’s been used for a few hundred years. American 
military drill was invented  by Prussian man, who later became an American military officer 
when George Washington hired him to whip the US troops into shape. Over 240 years later, 
drill has evolved and is still used. Not only in the military, but also in things like cadets as a 
form of discipline, organization, and teamwork.



Types of Drill
There are a wide variety of drill types. Some of which involve flags and 
riffles. In this presentation, we will mention only a few of the many types. 
In this PowerPoint, we will summarize the following:

- Basic Drill 

- Flag Party 

- Riffle  

- Team/Precision Drill



Basic Drill Flag Party 
This type or form of drill is the start of everything a cadet knows 

about drill.  From turning in time to marching in step with a 

flight. At the start we usually teach cadets how to turn, right, left 

and about turns. You have to be in time and you have to be 

turning the correct direction. It does often happen that a cadet 

turns the opposite way during a turn or even anticipates what 

the command is going to be before it is called. After turns we 

learn marching, how to salute, wheels, how to fall in and out, to 

accept an award, and etc. All and all, basic drill is what it's 

called, basic. Every cadet knows it and every cadet will learn it 

and perfect it to the best of their ability. It's the most important 

type of drill, because you have to walk before you can run. This 

has been a summary of basic drill. 

Flag Party drill is really formal, our squadron 

only has a flag party for ACR. There are 

different types of flag parties. Two person, 

three person, and five. In a five person flag 

party you have three flags and two riffles; 

which do a bunch of complicated drill 

movements like forms.



Riffle Team/Precision Drill

This type of drill is pretty self explanatory 

riffle drill is more for show but It can be 

done in groups for competition or for 

parade nights. 

 
 

A drill team is a group of around 30 people 

who are very passionate about drill and 

form a routine with complicated and/or 

interesting drill. You can have two types of 

drill teams, precision and regular. With 

Precision drill the whole routine is 

memorized, the movements and the 

timings, but with a regular drill team there 

is a commander who knows all the drill 

movements and has memorized when to 

call them. 

 
 



Thank You 

Credits
Sgt Mellis – Flag Party, Riffle, Team/Precision Drill 

Sgt Evenson – Basic Drill  

Sgt Kaatz – PowerPoint/editing, What is Drill, Types of Drill  

This	has	been	a	brief	summery	of	a	few	different	
types	of	drill.	We	hope	you	enjoyed	and	hopefully	
learned	something.


